write. early. often. better. together.
CSU Writes

Research writing focused
Sustainable writing practices & productivity support

4 support streams:
GRAD Writes
DOC Writes
FACULTY Writes
TEAM Writes
Diverse and Inclusive Offerings

Funded by

GRADUATE SCHOOL
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY

VICE PRESIDENT
FOR RESEARCH
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
GRAD Writes Offerings

• Workshops: 
  PRODUCTIVITY; MANUSCRIPT BUILDING; EDITING; & WELLBEING

• Intensive Writing Retreats

• Peer Accountability Groups

• Peer Feedback Groups

• show up & write.

• Guest Talks & Panels
Designated Offerings for Researchers of Historically Marginalized Groups: Researchers of Color, Gender Inclusive, First-Generation.

BEHIND THE SCENES

• GRAD Paid Internships
• CSU Writes Volunteers
Participation from ALL Colleges

CSU Writes’ Interns to date have come from: Biochemistry & Molecular Biology, Biomedical Sciences, Clinical Sciences, CMB, Civil & Environmental Engineering, Computer Science, English, the College of Business, Microbiology, Biomedical Sciences, Psychology, Soil & Crop Sciences.

“As a scientist you are professional writer.”

- Joshua Schimel, Writing Science
Website

Program information

Register for offerings

https://csuwrites.colostate.edu

*Please note: CSU Writes is NOT the “Writing Center.”
Welcome to CSU

There are many ways to participate in CSU Writes and in the ever-growing research writing culture at CSU.

CSU Writes participants range from the incoming graduate student to the award-winning faculty member, both of whom may be working on processes of time-management, strategies for creating clarity and concision, or understanding the limitations of their proposal or manuscript from a reader’s perspective.

We welcome you to join the CSU Writes offerings that best suit your needs at the various stages you will move through as a research writer.

You are welcome here.
CSU Writes

Email: csuwrites@colostate.edu
Website: https://csuwrites.colostate.edu

write. early. often. better. together.